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Abstract 
We define here indirectly named entities, as a term to denote multiword expressions referring to 
known named entities by means of periphrasis.  While named entity recognition is a classical task 
in natural language processing, little attention has been paid to indirectly named entities and their 
treatment. In this paper, we try to address this gap, describing issues related to the detection 
and understanding of indirectly named entities in texts. We introduce a proof of concept for 
retrieving both lexicalised and non-lexicalised indirectly named entities in French texts. We also 
show example cases where this proof of concept is applied, and discuss future perspectives. We 
have initiated the creation of a first lexicon of 712 indirectly named entity entries that is 
available for future research. 

Keywords: named entities, indirectly named entities, information extraction, named entity 
recognition, multiword expressions, text processing, text mining 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We define here indirectly named entities (INE) as multiword expressions (as defined in Baldwin 
and Kim 2013) referring to known named entities by means of periphrasis (as in Racicot 2009), 
such as the City of Light for Paris or the Big Apple for New York. The use of INE in a text, instead 
of explicitly using the related named entities, requires the reader to detect that a periphrasis is 
applied and to understand, or guess, what named entity the periphrasis refers to. These two 
issues, detection and understanding of INE, we consider to be suitable tasks to be addressed as 
Natural Language Processing and Information Retrieval. They are discussed in this paper. 

While much research has been done on Named Entity Recognition (NER), the problem of 
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processing INE in texts to our knowledge has not been addressed yet. For applications such as 
information retrieval, anonymisation or semantic analysis, finding INE can be useful. This task, 
which we name here Indirectly Named Entity Recognition (INER), can be seen as a complement to 
classical NER, which is inefficient for detecting most of INE. 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In the first section, we present the state of the art of 
existing natural language processing and information retrieval work that address this 
phenomenon or related cases, we describe the linguistic phenomenon of INE, and we mention 
closely related cases. In Section 2, we propose a model for INER which is based on both lexical 
data and also linguistic rules. In Section 3, we explain how we have implemented this model 
and show example cases of our model performing on French text. In the final section, we 
discuss further work, such as understanding INE and finding the named entity hidden behind 
an INE, especially in ambiguous or unknown cases. 

 1.1. Related work 

To our knowledge, INER has not been studied yet, but is related to several other domains in 
Natural Language Processing (NLP), in particular multiword expressions, NER, anaphora 
resolution and entity linking, and paraphrase identification. 

1.1.1. Multiword expressions 

Multiword expressions (MWE) have been the object of numerous studies in NLP (Baldwin and 
Kim, 2013). For example, Wehrli et al. (2010) have studied collocations (mainly verb-object 
collocations), and how to detect and translate them, taking advantage of multiword lexical data, 
lexical tagging and syntactic parsing (see also Wehrli and Nerima 2018; Kauffmann 2013). Our 
model for INER is partly inspired by these works. 

1.1.2. NER 

NER enables detecting named entities in a text (Friburger, 2006; Nadeau and Sekine, 2007;  
Lopez et al., 2019). This task has been achieved following rule-based and hybrid methods 
(Charton et al. 2011; Lopez et al., 2019), or deep neural models (Lample et al. 2016; Shang et al. 
2018; Lin et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). For the evaluation of NER in French, Ortiz Suarez et al 
(2020) have created an annotated version of the French TreeBank corpus, and several methods 
for NER evaluation have been discussed (Nouvel et al., 2016). Moreover, NLP software able to 
achieve NER making use of deep neural methods is now publicly available (Schmitt et al., 2019). 
Among these, we find Bert (Devlin et al., 2019; Tenney et al., 2019), CamemBert (Martin et al., 
2020), Spacy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017) and Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014). 

The question of retrieving multiword named entities that may not have been lexicalised yet or 
that may have a different form compared to the lexicalised ones, is addressed in Nayel et al. 
(2019) for the biomedical domain and in Watanabe et al. (2019) for the chemical domain. Our 
study here also aims at showing how to detect INE that may not have been lexicalised and that 
may not be detected by traditional NER tools, but without focusing on specific domains such as 
the biomedical or chemical ones. 
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1.1.3. Anaphora resolution 

As INE always refer to named entities, pronouns refer to referential lexemes or named entities 
in texts. Anaphora resolution (or coreference resolution) aims at solving anaphora and linking, 
for example, pronouns with the named entities they refer to (Mitkov, 2014; Ma et al., 2020). 
Coreference and anaphora resolution for French have been studied in Guenoune et al. (2020). 

1.1.4. Entity linking and synonym entity recognition (SER) 

Named entity synonyms have been the object of several studies that define the task of Named 
Entity Normalisation (NEN), e.g. in the biomedical domain (Cho et al., 2017) or in materials 
science (Weston et al., 2019). In a broader context, synonym entity recognition aims at detecting 
synonymous named entities in a text, such as, for instance, Hollande and François Hollande 
(Ananthanarayanan et al., 2008; Bohn and Nørvag 2010; Chakrabarti et al., 2012; Qu et al., 2017; 
Cai and Wu 2019; Shen et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2021). This task plays an important role in many 
applications such as information retrieval, information extraction and question answering.  

The question of linking INE or other synonym entities with the named entities they refer to is 
addressed in Rosales-Mendez et al. (2019) and Wu et al. (2018) and described as “entity 
linking”, but this research does not specifically deal with INE recognition, as we do here.  
Disambiguation among several homonym candidates in entity linking is addressed in Nebhi 
(2013), Qu et al. (2017) and Wu et al. (2018). 

1.1.5 Paraphrase identification 

Synonym entity recognition has also been evocated in the more global context of “paraphrase 
identification” (Mohamed and Oussalah, 2020; Wanachai and Cardey-Greenfield, 2012; 
Shinyama et al., 2002, Sales et al., 2016). In this context, possible variations in the expression of 
phrases or whole sentences are studied, and the use of INE or other synonym entities appear as 
possible aspects that these variations can take. 

Compared to the all related works that we have found, our study is innovative because it 
focuses specifically on INE and their morpho-syntactic, lexical and semantic properties, and, 
making use of these properties, defines a model for INER. INER can be useful as a complement 
to NER, since INE are not necessarily detected by NER tools. 

 1.2 Indirectly named entities: Definition and linguistic study 

As mentioned earlier, we define INE as multiword expressions referring to known named 
entities by means of periphrasis: INE, instead of mentioning the usual name of the named entity, 
refer to it in an implicit and descriptive way. They do not constitute an alternative name but 
rather a periphrastic description of the named entity, which is specific enough to be lexicalised. 

Periphrases can be made on named entities in any human language. However, some of their 
syntactic and lexical properties can be language-specific. We will focus here firstly on French 
and then English. 
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(1)         la   ville  lumière  (Paris)  

         the city  (of) light 

(2)         la   cité  de Calvin  (Geneva) 

         the city  of  Calvin 

(3)         la   Venise  des         Alpes  (Annecy) 

         the Venice  of the     Alps 

(4)         la   petite Venise  des         Alpes  (Annecy) 

         the little   Venice  of the     Alps 

(5)         le   président  des           riches          (Nicolas Sarkozy or Emmanuel Macron) 

         the president  of the       rich people 

(6)         le   Président  des           riches          (Nicolas Sarkozy or Emmanuel Macron) 

         the president  of the       rich people 

(7)         l’Hexagone (France) 

         the hexagon 

(8)         outre-Manche (Great Britain) 

         the other side of the Channel 

In French, we have listed three frequent syntactic structures of INE. The first typical syntactic 
structure is a determiner phrase1 which, unlike most French proper nouns, always start with a 
definite article (le, la and their derived forms), as in examples 1 to 6), and which contain a head 
noun and one noun modifier (such as an adjective, a relative clause or a prepositional phrase), 
typically resulting in a “DET-N-MOD”2 structure or a “DET-MOD-N” structure. Sometimes, the 
determiner phrase contains more than one noun modifier (as in ex. 4). In (Racicot, 2009) are 
described famous French and English periphrases applied to geographical entities, such as 
examples 1 and 12, and we can observe that the “DET-N-MOD” and “DET-MOD-N” structures 
cover the majority of examples.  

The second typical syntactic structure of INE is a simple “DET-N” structure3, as in example 7. 

The third typical syntactic structure of INE, less frequent, (as in example 8), consists of an 
adverbial phrase made by adjoining a prepositional prefix to a named entity. 

We can see that, unlike French named entities and proper nouns, the head nouns of French INE 
do not necessarily start with a capital letter. The use of a capital letter for the head noun is 

                                                 
1 We will consider here that the determiner is the syntactic head of the noun phrase, even if the noun is the 
semantic head, following the DP hypothesis (Abney, 1987). So, we can call it DP (Determiner Phrase), even for 
cases where there is no determiner before the noun, which we consider a null determiner. 
2 Here DET means determiner, N means noun and MOD means modifier. 
3  This type of INE requires more contextual or cultural knowledge to be understood, since no modifier is applied 
to the head noun. 
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generalised only when the head noun is a proper noun (ex. 3). When the head noun is a 
common noun, some writers choose to capitalise its first letter (ex. 6) while, most often, it is not 
capitalised (ex. 5, 1, 2). 

For English we have: 

(9)             The City of Light (Paris) 

(10) The Five Boroughs (New York) 

(11) The Big Apple (New York) 

(12) Shaky Town (San Francisco) 

(13) Big Blue (IBM) 

(14) The Boss (Bruce Springsteen) 

 

In English, as in most French cases, INE have the “DET-N-MOD” or “DET-MOD-N” structure 
(examples 9 to 13), or a “DET-N” structure, as in example 14. However, a null determiner is 
sometimes found instead of the definite article, as in examples 12 and 13.  

In English, in lexicalised periphrases on named entities, the nouns, adjectives and adverbs 
usually start with capital letters (as in examples 9 to 14).  

1.3 Related cases 

Here we discuss three different cases: synonymous named entities, non-implicit nicknames, and 
generic anaphora, which are related to INE, but are different. 

1.3.1 Related cases: Synonymous named entities 

(15) Pusan (Busan4) 

(16) St-Étienne (Saint-Étienne) 

(17) The UN (The United Nations) 

Synonymous named entities such as alternative spellings (ex.15), abbreviations (ex.16), or 
acronyms (ex.17) of named entities do not match our definition of INE. Unlike INE, synonym 
named entities do not imply the identity of a named entity but explicitly name it, in a way that 
differs from the one which is usually considered as standard5. 

                                                 
4 The Korean city of Busan has its name originally spelled 부 산  in Korean. It is transcribed in the Latin alphabet 
transcribed as Busan in the Revised Romanization of Korean, which is the official Romanisation system in South 
Korea since 2000, and as Pusan in the McCune–Reischauer Romanisation system. 
5 We assume here that there is a de facto standard spelling or naming for a named entity, while we might not 
know, among synonymous named entities, which one would appear to be the de facto standard. The ’standard’ 
can also change depending on the context. For example, French singer Johnny Hallyday was referred to as Johnny 
Hallyday in the media and music context while his official name, reference only in an administrative context, was 
Jean-Philippe Smet. 
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1.3.2 Related cases: non-implicit nicknames 

INE can be classified as a subset of “aliases” (as in Rosales-Mendez et al. 2019) or “nicknames” 

(as in Racicot 2009). For instance, in Wikidata (and Wikipedia), where named entities are listed, 
there is no specific property field for their periphrases, but there is a “Nickname” property field 
(P1449 in Wikidata classification). The subset idea that all INE can be seen as nicknames but not all 
nicknames are INE is confirmed by inspecting examples of nicknames contained in Wikidata, 
especially personal and geographical nicknames: some nicknames are INE (similar to the 
examples given in Section 1.2), while most other are not.  

(18) Chuck (Charles E. Tucker, Jr.) 

(19) Fat Mike (Mike Burkett) 

(20) Tom (Robert Dick Hutchins) 

We call here non-implicit nicknames those nicknames that, as any typically named entity, contain 
a name and express it, instead of making use of a periphrasis. Among these, many are just a 
first name (as ex. 18 and 20), a name with an adjective or a descriptive element (ex. 19), or a 
different name for a same-named entity (ex. 20). Thus, non-implicit nicknames can rather be 
seen as informal synonymous named entities. 

1.3.3 Other related cases: Generic anaphora 

(21) Le   gardien du PSG   a déclaré      : “C’est   une occasion en or       pour notre équipe.” 

            The PSG goalkeeper    has declared: “It is     a golden opportunity  for    our team.” 

In the definition of INE we do not include generic and non-lexicalisable anaphora as shown in 
example 21. In this example, notre équipe (our team) refers to the PSG team, but this anaphora is 
nonspecific and entirely context-dependent: notre équipe (our team) may be used, in other 
contexts, to refer to any other team. Consequently, it is not appropriate for lexicalisation and is 
not a case of INE. 

2. INER: METHODOLOGY FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF INE IN TEXTS 

 
In this section, we propose a general methodology for the retrieval and identification of INE 
from texts. We discuss firstly the possibility of a simple lexical approach and then introduce our 
method that relies on a database of patterns of INE which is used together with a rule-based 
approach. 
 

 2.1 A lexical approach 

Following the (Baldwin and Kim, 2013) classification of multiword expressions, INE can be 
fixed or semi-fixed expressions (see also Alsharaf et al., 2003). A basic approach for INER can be 
a purely lexical approach, where all possible INE are listed in a lexicon and retrieved by simple 
string matching in texts. A possible data structure for such a lexicon is a set of pairs in the form 
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(“INE ; NE”6). The major limitation of such an approach is the fact that the lexicon needs to be 
designed to cover the largest possible set of INE, and INE that were not initially included in the 
lexicon cannot be retrieved. On the other hand, the existence of such a lexicon allows knowing 
what named entity is related to an INE, as well as the detection of ambiguous cases where 
several named entities are possible candidates for one INE. 

As named entities can be semantically classified, so can be INE. The three fundamental 
semantic categories usually used for named entities, which we study here, are a) “locations”, b) 
“persons”, and c) “companies and organisations”; to which we have added a fourth 
fundamental semantic category which is d) “products and services” that encompasses also 
information systems and art. We have listed typical lexical-syntactic patterns for each of these 
four semantic categories, and detailed the types of INE that are included as follows: 

• Locations: natural and artificial places and areas in space, physical geographical entities 
and territorial entities (countries, regions, towns, districts, etc.), natural and human paths and 
routes (rivers and deltas, streets and crossroads, etc.). E.g., the country of Uncle Sam for the USA, 
or the most beautiful avenue of the world for the Champs Elysées avenue in Paris. Are excluded: 
locations in time (periods, dates, etc., e.g. the Great War). 

• Persons: individual human beings and real or fictional characters, personified pet 
animals, and personified objects (dolls, etc., with a given name). E.g., the Iron Lady for Margaret 
Hilda Thatcher as (former) Prime Minister of the UK, or the King for Elvis Aaron Presley as a 
singer. 

• Companies and organisations: legal entities and de facto entities (commercial companies, 
administrations, associations, foundations, political parties, religious groups, etc.). E.g., the 
Redmond's Giant for Microsoft Corporation, or Auntie for the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). 
Are excluded: territorial entities (see the above Locations category definition). 

• Products and services: hand-made or industrial-made or intellectually elaborated 
commercial materials and objects and actions, extracted raw materials and commodities, on sale 
or free of charge offered individually or collectively hold goods and possessions, information 
documents and materials and media, machines and technical systems, inventions, logos and 
trademarks, symbols and artistic works, natural languages. E.g., the Beetle for the Volkswagen 
Type 1 car, or white gold for the latex extracted from hevea brasiliensis trees, or the language of 
Pouchkine for Russian. 

2.2 Building a database of INE patterns and their named entity equivalents 

As a generalisation of the lexical approach, we have constructed a dictionary of patterns of INE 
with their named entity equivalents. We define a pattern of INE as a linear sequence of surface 
linguistic elements (or linguistic expressions), where each linguistic element can be an item of a 
predefined list, or a linguistic expression (e.g. a word) having some specific formal 
characteristics that can be easily identified (e.g. a word starting with a capital letter and 
composed only of capital and lower-case letters). 

                                                 
6 Here, INE stands for indirectly named entity and NE stands for named entity. 
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The following example shows a pattern of the type “companies and organisations”. The named 
entity is the name of a company behind a brand, and is replaced by a description of the logo of 
the company: 

• {<”la”>(<” ”>)<”marque”><” ”><”au”>(<” ”>)<logo description>} 

In this pattern, the <logo description> tag is representing a part of an INE, and the elements 
between the parenthesis are optional. The different tags represent lists of expressions, e.g. <la> 
(definite article the) can be replaced by another definite article; <marque> (noun brand) can be 
replaced by equivalent alternatives such as firme, compagnie, établissement, entreprise, societé, etc.; 
and <au> (preposition with) can be replaced by its plural aux or by its feminine à la. 

Here is a match of the previous pattern in a real sentence: “Gilles Vidal, patron du Design de la 
marque au lion, vient de quitter ses fonctions.”, where la marque au lion (the lion brand) stands for 
Peugeot. Amongst other examples are: la marque à la couronne (the brand with the crown) for Rolex; 
la marque au Swoosh (the brand with the swoosh) for Nike; La marque à la petite bretelle rouge (the 
brand with the little red strap) for Caracoteen. 

The process for building the database of INE patterns follows three stages as described below. 

1) Lists of INE are manually retrieved from texts and classified. For example, la langue de 
Pouchkine (the language of Pouchkine) can be found in texts written more than a century ago, e.g., 
in a french novel7 (“[...] par quelques phrases prononcées dans la langue de Pouchkine.”) and in 
its translation in English8 (“[...] with some phrases pronounced in the language of Pouchkine.”); 
and it can be found in recent texts, e.g.,  in a printed newspaper9 (“La langue de Pouchkine reste 
largement parlée”) and in English on a commercial Internet website10 (“There are many 
different styles of writing in the language of Pouchkine:”). These lists are enriched with INE 
inspired by the work of (Bachellier 1972; Petit 2006; Friburger 2006; Racicot 2009; Treps 2012; 
Sjöblom 2016), as well as INE that are found in Wikipedia pages or newspaper articles. 

2) The lists of INE are organized in subcategories according to their linguistic similarities and 
named entity equivalents. For example, the “person” category includes amongst other the 
following subcategories: 

• Religious names or titles: e.g. a religious character title like the Savior for Jesus of Nazareth, 
and the Mahatma for Mohandas Gandhi. 

• Political and mass media nicknames, e.g. l’inconnu le plus célèbre de France (France’s most 
famous unknown person) for Edouard Balladur (former Prime Minister of France), and le grand 
                                                 
7 In Klaczko Julian, “Deux chanceliers : le prince Gortchakof et le prince de Bismarck”, 2nd ed., p. 438. E. Plon et cie, 
Paris, France, 1876. Text available online on https://gallica.bnf.fr. 

8 Klaczko Julian, and WARD Frank P.  (translator), “Two chancellors: Prince Gortchakof and Prince Bismarck”, p. 
103.  Hurd & Houghton, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA, 1876. Text available online on https://archive.org. 

9 In Daum Pierre, article “En Géorgie, l’obsession de la Russie”. Monthly newspaper Le Monde diplomatique, October 
2021, n° 811, p. 4. SA Le Monde diplomatique, Paris, France. 
10 In article “Our Advice for learning Russian”. Page of commercial website blog. Dated from the 18/02/2018. 
Consulted on the 12/10/2021 at https://www.superprof.co.uk/blog/start-learning-russian/. 
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Charles (the great Charles) for Charles De Gaulle (former President of France). 

• Nicknames of (quasi-)official functions or duties, e.g. le Pacha for the commanding officer 
of a French warship or le mandarin for the chief medical officer of a French medical department, 
and le grand timonier (the Great Helmsman) for Mao Zedong (former President of China). 

3) The patterns of INE are constructed by systematic observation of the lists for each of the 
subcategories. For each pattern, we also observe the inner and outer context of the INE in real 
sentences, and describe its signification.  

The example below shows a more complex pattern from the category “locations” which is 
explained with two calculable patterns (pat1 and pat2) and one list of other alternative patterns 
(listPatAlt). This pattern matches INE corresponding to the named entities of each US state, e.g. 
le 42ème état des États-Unis d’Amérique (the 42th state of the USA) for l’État du Washington (the State 
of Washington): 

• pat1 = {<listArtS><listN><listTH><“ ”><listSt>(<“ des ”><listUS>) 

(<“ d’Amérique”>(<“ du Nord”>))} 

• pat2 = {<listArtS><listN><listTH><“ ”><listSt>(<“ nord-”>)<“américain”>} 

• listArtS = “Le ”,“le ” 

• listNfig = “1” to “50” (US states numbers in figures) 

• listNlet = “premi”,“deux”,“trois”,“quatr”,“cinqu” to “cinquante-et-un” 

• listN = listNfig + listNlet 

• listTH = “er ”,“e ”,“eme ”,“ème ”,“ième ” 

• listSt = “ état”,“ Etat” 

• listUS = “EU”,“EUA”,“USA”,“U.S.A.”,“Etats-Unis”,“États-Unis”´ 

• listPatAlt = “l’état vert”,“l’État vert”,“l’Etat vert”, “L’état vert”, ...(“the Evergreen State”) 

As a result of this manual database creation phase, we have obtained a list of patterns for each 
of the four fundamental semantic categories, where the information for each pattern consists of: 

• the description of the pattern; 

• the lists of (sometimes non-exhaustive) alternative expressions fitting some of the pattern 
parts in the paradigmatic axis; 

• a list of INE (and corresponding named entities) that match the pattern; 

• a (possible) list of exceptions to which the pattern should match; 

• example sentences containing occurrences of the pattern (for future reference, testing, 
and subsequent automated benchmarking). 

As a final result we have obtained 40 INE patterns: 8 for locations, 9 for persons, 9 for 
companies and organisations, and 14 for products and services. Each one of these 40 patterns, 
and of their variants when they have such, is registered with at least one corresponding 
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documented real sentence containing a matching expression. 

2.3 Our model for INER: A lexical-based and rule-based approach 

While the database of INE patterns described above allows the retrieval of a large number of 
occurrences in texts, such an approach is still dependent on the number and variety of patterns 
that are manually created. To tackle the problem of detecting non lexicalised INE and detecting 
neology in INE, we need a more general approach. We propose to use linguistic rules that are 
obtained after lexical tagging, syntactic parsing, NER and semantic tagging of named entities. In 
a similar approach, Wehrli et al. (2010) take advantage of the syntactic parsing for the detection 
of multiword expressions, even in derived cases where their lexemes are not strictly adjacent.  

As an example, we can consider the INE la Venise des Alpes (ex.3). Various derived periphrases 
can exist such as la petite Venise des Alpes (ex.4), which is formed by the attachment of a new 
qualifier to the head noun. In this case, the typical structure of INE “DET-N-MOD1”, is 
modified to “DET-MOD2-N-MOD1”. The rules of such modifications can be obtained by the 
observation of the INE’s possible periphrases. Their implementation requires several pre-
processing steps that include the morpho-syntactic parsing of sentences. 

For example, defining a detection rule for periphrases with a “DET-NE-P-GNE”11 structure, 
with the syntactic structure defined in the syntactic tree (see figure 1), we can retrieve all the 
periphrases such as la Venise des Alpes (ex.3) but also any neologism matching with this rule, 
such as, for example, the Brad Pitt of Egypt or the Siberia of Scotland.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
11 Here and in the syntactic tree in figure 1, NE stands for named entity, GNE stands for geographical named entity, 
P for preposition, DET for determiner, PP for prepositional phrase, MOD for modifier, NP for noun phrase and DP 
for determiner phrase.  
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FIGURE 1. SYNTACTIC TREE FOR A DET-NE-P-GNE STRUCTURE AND EXAMPLE OF MATCHING INE 

 

Thus, such syntactico-semantic, non lexicalised rules for the detection of INE can work together 
with the pattern-based retrieval and classification of INE, and allow the retrieving of even full 
neology in the INE that match with the defined rules. 

3. ILLUSTRATION OF THE CONCEPT 

 3.1 Implementation 

As a baseline, we have built a lexical INER system, making use of the Spacy NER tool12 and 
adding a lexical component to it, in Python, making use of the Spacy API. We were then able to 
do NER and INER in a single text analysis, in either French or English. 

Then, in order to achieve lexical-based INER for French, we populated the lexicon with 878 
French INE. We incorporated in this lexicon both data collected from diverse sources such as 
(Racicot, 2009) and classified as described in Section 2.1 and 2.2, and data found in crowd-
sourced Wikipedia pages about geographical periphrases13. We have made this compiled lexical 
dataset publicly available on the open science platform Zenodo (Rey and Kauffmann, 2021). 
Some lines of the dataset are shown in Figure 2. 

 

                                                 
12 https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features#named-entities 
13 https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liste_de_périphrases_désignant_des_villes and 
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liste_de_périphrases_désignant_des_pays 
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FIGURE 2. ENTRIES FROM OUR FRENCH INE DATASET.  

The columns are the following: INE, related NE (with additional information between parentheses), semantic 
category, subcategory. 

 

Finally, for the lexical-based and rule-based approach, we implemented lexico-syntactic and 
syntactico-semantic detection rules, on the basis of the lexico-syntactic patterns that we have 
described in Section 2.2. We used for this task the Spacy lexical tagger and syntactic parser. The 
lexico-syntactic rules are directly inspired from the lexico-syntactic patterns of Section 2.2 and 
also make use of the Spacy “matcher” tool14, while the syntactico-semantic rules make use of the 
Spacy NER tool with its semantic tags and are directly coded in Python. 

 3.2 Examples of retrieved INE 

Since implementation and lexical work progressed further for French than English, we mention 
here only work on French. 

As a baseline, we first tested the Spacy NER tool15 and observed an evolution of the behaviour 
with some INE between September 2020 (Spacy 2.3.0) and March 2021 (Spacy 3.0.5). In version 
3.0.5, some INE with a D-NE-P-NE structure are now detected as a whole entity in the NER 
task16, while two independent named entities were detected in the 2.3.0 version. For example, la 
Venise des Alpes is detected as Venise des Alpes instead of detecting separately Venise and Alpes as 
in version 2.3.0. 

Then, using a compiled INE lexicon and rules in addition to the Spacy 3.0.5 NER component, 
we have achieved NER+INER, on an example text (fully displayed in Figures 2 and 3) that 
contains 23 sentences, 6 named entities and 21 INE. 

We can see that, in this example text, our method enables retrieving INE thanks to rule-based 
detection or the use of the INE lexicon.  

Rule-based matching with the corresponding patterns enables retrieving the INE that have not 
been detected at the NER step: la capitale du skate (the capital city of skateboarding), le Bratt Pitt 

                                                 
14 https://explosion.ai/demos/matcher 
15 In this case, without any specific retraining, using the model trained on the “fr core news sm” corpus. 
16 In this case, without including the initial definite article of the INE. 
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caché des Açores (the hidden Brad Pitt of the Azores), le président des riches (the president of the rich 
people: Nicolas Sarkozy or Emmanuel Macron), Le pays des érables (the country of maple trees: 
Canada), la ville du bout du lac (the city at the end of the lake: Geneva), la capitale du thé vert (the 
capital city of green tea: Uji). We can notice that this method enables the detection of neology. For 
instance, le Bratt Pitt caché des Açores, pure neological INE, unlikely to be found in a lexicon, has 
been detected. 

The use of an INE lexicon enables finding patterns that do not specifically match with any rule, 
such as la marque à la pomme (the brand with the apple: Apple). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE 3. BASELINE: FRENCH NER WITH SPACY 3.0.5 

Semantic tags: LOC: location, PER: person,  ORG: organisation 
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FIGURE 4. EXAMPLE OF FRENCH NER + LEXICAL AND RULE-BASED INER  

Semantic tags: LOC: location, GPE: geographical entities (similar to LOC, but detected by rules), 

 PER: person, ORG: organisation, MISC: miscellaneous 

We can also notice in this example, among the points that should be improved in our INER tool: 
semantic tagging mistakes (Le Brad Pitt caché des Açores is a person, it should not be given the 
“miscellaneous” tag), the handling of quotes (la marque à la pomme has been detected whereas la 
“marque à la pomme” has not), the detection of alternative forms of the entities listed in the 
lexicon (for instance, des quatre garçons de Liverpool, which is a contraction of de (of) and les quatre 
garçons de Liverpool (the four boys from Liverpool: the Beatles) has not been detected even if les 
quatre garçons de Liverpool was in the lexicon), and the priority that should always be given to 
INE (for example, La Mecque (Makkah), a named entity, has been detected while we would have 
wanted La Mecque du ski freestyle (the Makkah of freestyle skiing: la Clusaz), an INE, to be detected). 

4. DISCUSSION AND FURTHER WORK 

In order to be able to store information (such as, for instance, the referred named entity) about 
INE, adding to the lexicon the new INE detected by the detection rules would be useful. This 
would improve the lexicon and also allow a fast retrieval in cases where the lexico-syntactic and 
syntactico-semantic detection rules cannot be computed. For the improvement of our model for 
INER, our lexicon may be expanded by compiling more data from Wikipedia, as it has been 
done for geographic entities in French, or by doing data mining on search engine requests. 
Moreover, our set of implemented detection rules may be expanded and adapted to English 
INER. 
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An important question for information retrieval purposes, as discussed in Rosales-Mendez et al. 
(2019) and Wu et al. (2018), is entity linking, aiming at showing, from an INE, which named 
entity it refers to, and especially to solve unknown or ambiguous cases (as in Nebhi 2013). Our 
lexical approach takes the first step in this direction. However, in future work, we should find, 
among the existing methods, which one would be the best for solving ambiguous or unknown 
cases. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We have defined the task of INER and shown that INE can be a specific subject of study. We 
have proposed a first lexical and rule-based approach to retrieve INE in texts and shown its 
feasibility, provided that enough lexical data and the detection rules are recorded in sufficient 
quantity. As a result of this work, we have also compiled a dataset of INE and their equivalents 
and made it available to the community. 
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